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 As per our notes and subsequent discussion on the novel, The Catcher in the Rye, 

and its author, J.D. Salinger, we’ve come to understand Salinger as a man who preferred to 

keep to himself, especially once Catcher gained notoriety, and he became relatively reclusive 

around the late 50s to the early 60s in Cornish, NH. Despite his fame with his novel about 

a young boy named Holden Caulfield, a boy who has considerable similarities to the 

author himself, J.D. felt that “people always clapped for the wrong things.” He wanted 

people to simply read his books, enjoy them, and leave it at that. He very much seems like an anomaly in this 

day and age. We’re going to watch the documentary titled Salinger, and please use the following questions to 

guide your thinking about the man, the myth, the legend—J.D. Salinger. Write your responses in the space 

below and on the back. You only need to answer 4 questions in detail. 

1. Based on interviews with other people and the reporting done in this doc, how would you describe 
J.D. Salinger? Why do you think he became the way that he did and developed his specific line of 
thinking concerning people and his position in society? 

2. Why were (and still are) people so interested in Salinger? Use information from the doc to help prove 
your claim. 

3. What did you learn about J.D. and his connection to his characters/novels, specifically Holden and 
The Catcher in the Rye?  

4. Describe Salinger’s home/family life (previous and later in life) as well as his lifestyle. How might his 
relationships have affected his novel (from what we know so far)? 

5. What lasting influence has The Catcher in the Rye and thus, J.D. Salinger, had on American culture? 
6. What trends do you see in the types of people who are drawn to the novel? Why could this be? 
7. Why do you think The Catcher in the Rye is so constantly referenced? Why does it hold such a central 

role in our culture? Is this role deserved? Think about the author.  
8. How does Salinger’s biography from this documentary contribute to our understanding of Holden? 


